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Preface
TIPPING+ will provide an empirical in-depth social science understanding of fundamental
changes in sociodemographic, geographical, psychological, cultural, political, and economic
patterns which give rise to Social-Ecological Tipping Points (SETPs), both positive and
negative in relation to socio-energy regional systems. Such empirical and theoretical
insights will shed new light on the interdependencies between changes in regional sociocultural structures and the technological, regulatory and investment-related requirements
for embracing (or failing to embrace) low-carbon, clean-energy and competitive
development pathways in selected coal and carbon intensive case study regions (CCIRs).
The overall goal is to understand why and under which conditions a given social-ecological
regional system heavily dependent on coal and carbon-intensive activities may flip into a
low-carbon, clean energy development trajectory – or on the contrary may fall into an
opposite trajectory with all its negative implications. Towards this goal, main focus of
TIPPING+ is the participatory co-production of knowledge on the driving forces and
deliberate tipping interventions leading to the emergence of positive tipping points toward
clean energy transitions in European CCIRs.
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Executive Summary
This is the first Deliverable (D1.1) of the Work Package 1 (WP1) whose aim is to improve
the social science understanding drawing from human geography and demography of the
role and effects that changes in population distribution patterns, migration trends and
gender and youth dynamics can have on fundamentally changing development trajectories
of regional social-ecological systems and its consequences on the coal and carbon intensive
regions. The Deliverable represents a “Report with literature review advancing the state of
the art of research on tipping points from the perspective of human geography and
demography” (shortly called “WP1 Literature Report”).
The Deliverable includes a basic scientometric analysis providing a general insight into the
diffusion of the tipping point concept in the disciplines of geography and demography
(mapping the growth of tipping point articles over time, the spectrum of journals that
publish them, their citation rate in comparison to other disciplines, and the links between
specific research topics). Subsequently, an in-depth qualitative analysis of key tipping point
articles in the field of geography and their assessment in terms of research topics,
statistical methods used, spatial level of analysis and empirically tested variables is
presented. Then the future directions and key research and policy challenges considering
the assessment and support of low-carbon energy transitions in coal and carbon intensive
regions are critically discussed from a geographical perspective, and a proposal of possible
indicators for tipping points in the energy transition processes is provided.
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1 Introduction
In the TIPPING+ project, the Work Package 1 (hereinafter WP1) has been entitled
“Demographic trends and challenges in gender, migration and youth”. The general aim of
WP1 is to improve the social science understanding drawing from human geography and
demography of the role and effects that changes in population distribution patterns,
migration trends and gender and youth dynamics can have on fundamentally changing
development trajectories (at one point in time) of regional social-ecological systems and
its consequences on the livelihoods and sustainability of economies of the coal and carbon
intensive regions (hereinafter CCIRs).
The specific research tasks of WP1 as defined in the “Description of Work” are:
ü Task 1.1: To review literature from human geography and demography
on
social-ecological tipping points (hereinafter SETPs) in coal and carbon intensive
regions (CCIRs).
ü Task 1.2: To identify key geographical factors, dimensions and indicators
of SETPs in CCIRs.
ü Task 1.3: To carry out desk-based case studies to illustrate the relevance
of
the selected geographic and demographic dimensions to understand cumulative
processes, capacities and socio-structural forces leading in CCIRs that lead to
positive or negative tipping points in regional energy transitions.
ü Task 1.4: To contribute to the Project´s Integration Framework on SETPs in
CCIRs.
This Report is the first WP1 Deliverable (D1.1), officially entitled “Report with literature
review advancing the state of the art on research on tipping points from the perspective of
human geography and demography”. A short name of the Deliverable D1.1 is “WP1
Literature Report”.
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2 Review of the state of the art on the use of
tipping points in Human Geography
2.1 Introduction: Diffusion of the tipping point concept
in Geography and beyond
The tipping point concept has been asserting more and more during the last decade within
the academic community as well as in a broader professional and political public (Milkoreit
et al. 2018). The concept, which is considered a qualitative system change, has significantly
spread among the scientific disciplines as its roots can be found in the specialized chemical
and mathematical papers (Milkoreit et al., 2018), where it followed the 19th century
bifurcation theories (Lenton, 2013). In geography, which is the core of this research, the
tipping point concept has been appearing in academic dictionaries and textbooks since the
beginning of the 21st century as a follow-up to the seminal book of the economist Malcolm
Gladwell on “The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference” (2000).
In the “Dictionary of Human Geography” (Castree et al., 2013), the tipping point has been
defined as “the threshold at which a phenomenon, object, system, or process is displaced
from a state of stable equilibrium into a new status that is dissimilar from the first, and
which is difficult to reverse”. Some authors (Dakos, 2015; Kopp et al., 2016) also use the
term “critical threshold” - in other words, a concept similar to the “butterfly effect”.
Werners and colleagues subsequently operate with an “adaptation turning point” for the
situation in which a social-political threshold is reached due to climate change (Werners et
al., 2015) and they especially point out that “an adaptation turning point signifies a
moment in time at which a threshold of concern is likely to be exceeded“ (Werners et al.
2013, p. 335). These authors also consider the tipping point as a communicative metaphor
in the social-ecological system. Similarly to the tipping point, a “regime shift” has been
often identified as a tool in analysing profound major, rapid and fundamental
transformations of a regime (see, for example, Andersen et al., 2009; Kull et al., 2018).
Milkoreit et al. (2018) provided a complex meta-analysis of existing literature on tipping
points and similar concepts across all spheres of science and they pointed out the term
tipping point became more popular only after the year 2000 – quite long time after the
terms “regime shift” and “critical transition” were introduced. However, based on our
current empirical investigation we found that the terms regime shift, political transition,
critical transition or ecological threshold are not as frequently used “buzzwords” in human
geographical journals such as the tipping points (see Table 1).
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Table 1: The numbers of publications found on Web of Science based on specific search terms
Publication counts
Rank

Search terms

1

“energy transition*”

5,326

135

Geography
Physical
8

2

“regime shift*”

4,929

32

123

3

“tipping point*”

3,067

51

67

4

“critical transition*”

2,498

0

21

5

“political transition*”

1,140

32

5

6

“punctuated equilibrium*”

1,013

6

6

7

“alternative stable state*”

992

2

37

8

“ecological threshold*”

620

6

35

9

“state shift”

581

0

11

“non-linear change*”

364

4

6

10

Total

Geography

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

2.2 Quantitative analysis
The aim of the presented scientometric analysis is to provide a first insight into the overall
diffusion of the tipping point concept in the discipline of Geography. We have been mapping
the growth of tipping point articles over time, the spectrum of geographical journals that
publish them, their citation rate compared to other disciplines and the interconnections
between various fields of research, respectively research topics. For our analysis we used
the Web of Science Core Collection database (hereinafter WOS) provided by the Clarivate
Analytics company. The WOS has been preferred for the analysis over other databases due
to the possible comparison of current results with similar previous studies (e.g., Milkoreit
et al., 2018 Kullenberg, Kasperowski, 2016).
We found (as of September 15, 2020) that the WOS included more than 3,000 publications
(including of 2,308 articles) having “tipping point(s)” in the Topic category (i.e., the title,
abstract, author keywords, and/or keywords plus). Journals covered in the Geography
category (according to the WOS classification) have published to date a total of 51 of these
articles, which is about 2% of all articles dealing with tipping points in the WOS database
(see Fig. 1). The category of Demography (which can be in a more general view considered
a sub-discipline of geography, i.e. population geography), however, includes all together
only five articles including tipping point in the contents.
We realise that such a selection and subsequent analysis has clear limitations because of
using the “basic search” method without applying any extra inclusion and exclusion criteria.
As a result some geographical papers could have been omitted because the authors did
not use exactly the “tipping point” but some related terms or they published in journals
covered in other categories than Geography. The number of such papers should be very
small, however, if we consider the frequency of use of other terms in geographical journals
(see Tab. 1), a frequent co-occurrence of these terms, and also a high number of journals
covered in the Geography category (many of which are even included in other categories,
such as Environmental Studies, Regional Urban Planning, or Environmental Sciences.
Nevertheless, for the subsequent qualitative literature review, we used some other online
scientific platforms (such as Science Daily and Google Scholar) to make sure that we
haven´t missed any relevant publication about tipping points in the field of geography.
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Figure 1: The number of “tipping points” (TP) articles and the share of all TP articles according to
Web of Science categories. Note: The graph includes only top twenty categories.
Source: Authors‘ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

The concept of tipping points is barely visible in the Web of Science until the end of 1990´s.
However, from the turn of the millennium (the release date of the Gladwell´s book), there
is a significant (almost linear) increase in published articles (see Figure 2). The oldest
paper dealing with the concept of tipping points included in the WOS database is on “The
tipping-point in racially changing neighborhoods” published in the “Journal of the American
Institute of Planners” (Wolf, 1963). The paper is concerned about the critical tipping points
in racial changes of urban neighbourhoods, which is actually traditional geographical issue.
The application of the concept on the analysis of population changes and the racial
structure of urban population has been the subject of the two first articles published also
in geographical journals, including “Population turnover, tipping points and Markov chains”
(Woods, 1977, in “Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers”) and “The tippingpoint model: Prediction of change in the racial composition of Cleveland, Ohio
neighborhoods, 1940–1970” (Schwab & Marsh, 1980, in “Environment and Planning A”).
Similarly, all the five articles which have been published in journals in the Demography
category (actually they are all quite recent, being published between 2016 and 2019), deal
with the problems of ethnic segregation and population migration patterns in urban areas.
Geography is still among top twelve scientific disciplines (according to WOS categorization)
dealing with tipping points, even though the share of geographic journals in publishing
articles on this concept was much higher before 2000 (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: The growth of publications dealing with the concept of tipping points
Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

Figure 3: The number of TP articles in Geography journals and the share of all TP articles for the
category according to WOS categories (1960-2020).
Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).
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The papers about tipping points have been so far published in a total of 29 geographical
journals, the largest share in the “Global Environmental Change” (see Table 2).

Table 2: The Top 10 source journals in Geography for articles dealing with tipping points.
No. of
articles
11

Journal

Publisher

Global Environmental Change

Elsevier Sci Ltd, UK

Geoforum

Pergamon-Elsevier, UK

5

Geographical Research

Wiley, USA

3

Annals of Regional Science

Springer, USA

2

Area

Wiley, USA

2

Environment And Planning A: Economy and Space

Sage Publications Ltd, USA

2

Environment And Planning D: Society Space

Sage Publications Ltd, USA

2

Landscape Research

Taylor & Francis Ltd, UK

2

Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers

Wiley, USA

2

Annals of the American Association of Geographers

Taylor & Francis Ltd, UK

2

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

Analysing the frequency and co-occurrence of terms (words) in the contents of articles can
be a simple method to map possible connections between various fields of research and/or
research topics. Table 3 presents the frequencies of specific words that appear among the
author keywords (which seem to summarize the content of articles most accurately) and
in the overall contents (titles, author keywords, keywords plus and abstracts).

Table 3: The frequency of occurrence of specific terms in geographical tipping point articles
Authors’ keywords

Topic

Word

Frequency

Word

Frequency

Climate

12

Change(s)

97

Change(s)

11

Climate

64

System(s)

9

System(s)

50

Adaptation

6

Global

43

Anthropocene

5

Environmental

38

Environmental

5

Concept(ual)

36

Migration(s)

4

Model(s)

35

Mobility(ies)

4

Social

34

Boundaries

4

Anthropocene

30

Population(s)

4

Development

28

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

One fourth of all papers in Geography journals are published as open-accessed, which have
a significantly higher average citations (50) per item than not open-accessed articles (23
citations per item). In general, the articles about tipping points in geographical journals
are significantly more likely cited (the average number of citations per item in Geography
is 30, while the average number of citations per item in total is 20). The average citations
on tipping points articles in other categories with higher number of articles are: 44 in
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Multidisciplinary Sciences, 25 in Environmental Sciences, 21 in Ecology, 19 in
Environmental Studies, 16 in Geosciences Multidisciplinary, 15 in Physical Geography, and
only 13 in Economics, 10 in Political Science. The citation rate seems to reflect the narrow
focus of the discipline. The top ten most cited papers on tipping points in Geography
journals are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: The top 10 cited articles dealing with “tipping points” in Geography journals
Article
Pelling, M., Dill, K. (2010). Disaster politics: tipping points for change in the
adaptation of sociopolitical regimes. Progress in human geography, 34(1), 21-37.
Dearing, J. A., Wang, R., Zhang, K., Dyke, J. G., Haberl, H., Hossain, M. S., ... &
Carstensen, J. (2014). Safe and just operating spaces for regional socialecological systems. Global Environmental Change, 28, 227-238.
Liverman, D. M. (2009). Conventions of climate change: constructions of danger
and the dispossession of the atmosphere. Journal of historical geography, 35(2),
279-296.
Verburg, P. H., Dearing, J. A., Dyke, J. G., Van Der Leeuw, S., Seitzinger, S.,
Steffen, W., & Syvitski, J. (2016). Methods and approaches to modelling the
Anthropocene. Global Environmental Change, 39, 328-340.
Mace, G. M., Reyers, B., Alkemade, R., Biggs, R., Chapin III, F. S., Cornell, S. E.,
... & Purvis, A. (2014). Approaches to defining a planetary boundary for
biodiversity. Global Environmental Change, 28, 289-297.
Hinchliffe, S., Allen, J., Lavau, S., Bingham, N., & Carter, S. (2013). Biosecurity
and the topologies of infected life: from borderlines to borderlands. Transactions
of the Institute of British Geographers, 38(4), 531-543.
Rosenzweig, C., Solecki, W. (2014). Hurricane Sandy and adaptation pathways in
New York: Lessons from a first-responder city. Global Environmental Change, 28,
395-408.
Russill, C., & Nyssa, Z. (2009). The tipping point trend in climate change
communication. Global Environmental Change, 19(3), 336-344.
Brondizio, E. S., O’brien, K., Bai, X., Biermann, F., Steffen, W., Berkhout, F., ...
& Chen, C. T. A. (2016). Re-conceptualizing the Anthropocene: A call for
collaboration. Global Environmental Change, 39, 318-327.
Dietz, T., Rosa, E. A., & York, R. (2012). Environmentally efficient well-being: Is
there a Kuznets curve?. Applied Geography, 32(1), 21-28.

Total
citations
170
168 *

130

110 *

108 *

106

86
83
81 *
67

Note: * These papers are marked as “Highly cited in field”
Source: Authors’ elaboration based on WOS/Clarivate Analytics data (September 15, 2020).

2.3 Qualitative analysis
Geographers have been working with the concept of the irreversible system change already
for several decades. The system theory (e.g. geosystems by Sochava (1963)) was used
mainly in the physical geography, where the individual thresholds that separate different
states of a system, are frequently seen in connection with hydrology, geomorphology,
paedology and mainly climatology (Huggett, 2010, pp. 165-166) in which the tipping point
concept became a certain mainstream (Kerr, 2008).
In the study by Russill and Nyssa (2009) dealing with the concept usage among
climatologists, they come with a thesis that the tipping point usage had a great
communicative effect in the cooperation with media; as well as it acted as a generative
metaphor towards the public about the truly urgent climate change situation. In this
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respect, Otto et al. (2020) refer to the fact that the climate change problem is not lately
only at the forefront of scientific and political community like the United Nations, OECD or
EU but point out that this problem also concerns for example the catholic church (see the
Pope Francis´s book “Laudato si´” published in 2015).

The problem of climate change and tipping point can be seen also by the scientists´ effort
to establish certain topics as a social policy problem. Therefore, it is necessary to look
critically at the physical and social references which appear in the tipping point concept as
well as to distinguish whether the changes are caused by the inner system dynamics or
rather by some external force (Russill and Nyssa, 2009). It follows that there is a
connection between physical and social systems in the tipping point concept. Brook et al.
(2013) also point out the danger which is included in this concept, i.e. creating a false
sense of safety (alternatively sense of fatalism and downfall) if a tipping point has not been
or has already been reached.
Human geographers (particularly urban geographers) have been using the tipping points
already since the late 1970s within the research focusing on the ethnical structure of
population in urban and rural areas (Murtagh, 1998); generally in the community and
neighbourhood studies (Flint, 2009). The concept was understood here as a part of the
social-ecological theories, i.e. as a critical point when a sub-culture starts to dominate
within a certain space. Research on these issues refers to the American sociological works
from the 1950s that dealt with seeking of the “tip point”, i.e. a percentual representation
of a specific minority population within a city neighbourhood that will lead to leaving of the
former majority part of the population. In the geographical studies of urban ethnic conflicts,
the tipping point concept is often linked with the concept of “critical mass” (in a general
sense, a size, number, or amount large enough to produce a particular result – for example,
a share of ethnic minorities that produce racial conflicts and change the migration
patterns).
Woods (1977) mentions that the tipping point defining in case of the social-cultural issues
might be quite complicated. Firstly, it may be difficult to find precise, empirically detectable
thresholds (in parallel to Russill and Nyssa, 2009) and secondly, some phenomenon can
be considered as the consequence of the tipping point as well as tipping point itself. This
means that in some cases the tipping points are estimated and quantified (Card, Mas and
Rothstein, 2008) and in others they only stand for the ´umbrella concept´ without specific
indicators (Warener et al. 2010).
Woods (1981) also points out that the application of tipping point should be connected to
a given revolutionary character when a “critical threshold” is reached which would lead to
a quick change and is different from the concepts counting with a certain gradual
evolutionary process leading to changes Woods (1981). In this context on the example of
an environmental migration, Warener et al. (2010) state that tipping point can be reached
with the aid of rapid and slow onset events. Other authors tend to incline to this either as
they proclaim so called “social tipping dynamics” which has been defined as the most quick
spreading processes in complex social networks (Centola et al. 2018; Jørgensen, Ahn,
2018) of the public opinions, knowledges, social norms and accessible technologies.
It is quite generally recognized that historic changes in a society were often determined by
events like social unrest, wars or even collapses (Sztompka, 2000), and as emphasized by
Otto et al. (2020, p. 2355) “once triggered, such processes can be irreversible and difficult
to stop“. Brook et al. (2013) then mention drivers of tipping points – i.e. factors which are
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heavily involved in the tipping point reaching, as it concerns natural or human-induced (in
their case it was those ones dealing with terrestrial ecosystems – climate change, land-use
change, habitat fragmentation and biodiversity loss). However, they alert that these drivers
can have geographically different impacts on the system and therefore, the system respond
might not be the same. Werners et al. (2013) then remind that it is also important to
distinguish between mono-drivers and multi-drivers of change or the simplicity of the
threshold prediction. A significant factor is also the technological development which stands
for the grounds of the whole decarbonization process and discussion in the international
institutions like OSN, OECD or EU. Still, as Otto et al. (2020) mention, the importance is
not in the yet-to-be invented technological solutions but mostly in the existing carbon-free
technologies that should smarter the energy utilization.
From the geographical point of view we have to see the tipping point concept from a
perspective of the (spatial) scale and time. Speaking about scale, there are local, regional
and planetary tipping points (Brook et al. 2013; Castree 2015). The iconic “Tipping points
map” by the climatologist Joachim Schellnhuber is an example how to regionalise the issue
of balance of particular systems that have reached the critical point which consequence
will be an irreversible change of the system (Kemp, 2005). From the point of view of time,
the tipping point can be reached very quickly – by a sudden change (Gladwell, pp. 12-13),
often under the influence of one dominant factor (e.g. natural catastrophe, stock market
crash, epidemy, etc.); or alternatively, it can be reached slowly by means of smaller
incremental changes which do not harm the original system (state) but can lead together
to tipping point and consequent quick change (Rogers, Castree, Kitchin 2013; Kull et al.
2018).
In the most cited geographical tipping point work (see Table 3), Pelling and Dill (2010)
mention an example how the Marmara earthquake in Turkey started political changes in
multiple scales. They examine whether there were any definable tipping points which
determined the direction of changes that erupted after the earthquake. The authors see
tipping points as “critical historical moments of broader influences on systems” (p. 22) and
they define two approaches regarding this issue. Speaking about the first one, we might
see the earthquake as a simple accelerator of the development which was basically set
before the catastrophe itself. The second approach sees a disaster in the “critical juncture”,
i.e. a tipping point which suddenly changes the system (political regime). They also point
out that the individual tipping points on different scale levels can influence one another
(within the top-down and bottom-up approach which means from local to global and vice
versa). Earthquake is quite a significant case of the potential tipping point as well as e.g.
a tsunami wave. An example of this can be the tsunami wave in the Indian Ocean in 2004
after which many humanitarian NGOs and UN agencies emerged in the affected countries
(Wickramasinghe, 2005).
Lenton (2013, p. 2) states that tipping point is “the point which a small perturbation can
cause a qualitative change in the future state of a system” – in other words, that even
small things can cause a fundamental change. However, it should be noted that “it is not
possible to predict when and where exactly tipping points will be crossed” (Otto et al. 2020,
p. 2361). Braswell and Heffernan (2019) point out that a multi-scale approach is required
in detecting the tipping point, where local changes can be considered in the context of
changes at the macro-regional level, and we can identify tipping points only by comparing
them. At the same time, we cannot ignore the interconnectedness of individual tipping
points that sessions take place in other regions, but they depend on each other and can
be involved in the formation of the domino effect (Lenton et al. 2019).
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Milkoreit et al. (2018) define two approaches to tipping points when studying the socialecological systems – the first one is connected to the regime shifts in ecological systems
phenomenon and the second one to the non-linear forms of change in social systems. In
this matter, geography is capable to offer a complex intersection of these systems as in
the geosystemic concept of landscape there are natural (or environmental) and socioeconomic geosystems which interact into a form of open hybrid landscape supersystem
(Demek, 1978). Individual tipping points from one system might then determine others
and together set a system change. If there are many tipping points in one time, then the
likelihood of breaking existing state rises multiply which leads to an easier achieving the
climate policy goals (Tabara et al. 2018; Otto et al. 2020). With regards to that, Lenton
(2013) points out that observing the tipping points in environmental systems is especially
important as the human society and existence are dependent on them.
Tipping points not only explain the past and presence but as Kull et al. (2018) state, they
are also an important factor for our future development. Therefore, it is crucial to watch
them as they can help us to say when, where and how the situation is likely to evolve
(Werners et al. 2013). Because as Steffen (2009) wonders: “How much change and risk is
society willing to accept?”.

2.4 Assessment
From a geographical perspective, there are two main approaches how the concept of
tipping point is used.
The first one is tied to the quantification of a critical threshold (or a critical mass), where
there are qualitative changes in some space. This is how the changes in the ethnical and/or
racial diversity of the population and migration patterns in urban environments have been
investigated in the scope of human geography, and how critical changes which led to the
decline or degradation of important ecosystems (forests, marshlands, etc.) have been
studied in the scope of physical geography. In these cases, quantitative indicators and
spatial analyses have been used.
The second approach, promoted particularly in the field of environmental geography (that
can be regarded from the conceptual and methodological point of view as an intersection
of human and physical geography) and the research on climate changes, considers the
tipping point more as an overarching concept which is not expressed in the form of precise
thresholds and/or specific (measurable) indicators and variables. As many studies show,
the use of the tipping point can be a good means of communication for scientists with the
media and the public. Recently the studies that take the tipping point concept just to frame
the issue of changes in the system have been increasing in the geographical disciplinary
environment (see Table 5 for the summary of key publications applying the tipping points
concept in the field of Geography, pointing out the research topic, spatial scale of the
analysis, methods used, and the indicators and/or variables being empirically tested).
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Table 5: Summary of key publications applying the tipping points concept in the field of Geography
Authors

Theme

Spatial
scale

Method

Variables tested

Woods
(1977)

Distribution of
immigrant
population in
urban space
Changes of the
racial structure
of population
Segregation
patterns in
urban space
Ethnic conflicts
in rural areas

City level

Markov chain
analysis

City level

Correlation and
regression
analysis
Regression
modelling

- Percentage of immigrant
groups.
- Percentage of immigrant pupils
in primary schools.
- Percentage of black people

Card, Mas &
Rothstein
(2008)

Dynamics of
changes in
composition in
neighbourhood
s of
metropolitan
areas

Metropolitan
areas

Regression
discontinuity
methods (Fixed
point method,
Structural break
method)*

Russill &
Nyssa
(2009)

The use of
tipping points
in climate
change
discourse.

Global

Review paper.
Qualitative
evaluation.

Pelling et al.
(2010)

Analysis of
post-disaster
political space.

Local
(Marmara
earthquake,
Turkey).

Westley et
al. (2011)

Analysis of the
links between
agency,
institutions,
and innovations
Tipping point
for the spread
of ideas

Global

Social-politicaleconomic
analysis of
qualitative
nature.
Review paper.

Analysis of
planetary scale
tipping points

Global

Communication
network between
people –
implement of
true believers
into networks
Review paper.

Global

Review paper.

- Changes in climate and
atmospheric CO.
- Land use change.
- Habitat fragmentation.
- Global species richness.
No variables.

Global/Region
al

Review paper –
climate change
tipping points
and their domino
effect
Review paper.

Summarize of threats - Nine
active tipping points:
(Parts of the world – Arctic sea
ice, Greenland ice sheets,
Amazon rainforest…)
No variables.

Schwab &
Marsh
(1980)
Yizhaq, et
al. (2004)
Murtagh
(1998)

Xie et al.
(2011)

Brook et al.
(2013)

Lenton
(2013)
Lenton et
al. (2019)

Active tipping
points related
to climate
change

Werners et
al. (2013)
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City level

Local
level
(villages)

Global

Global

- Level of racial segregation

- Kinship
- Locality
- Social class
- Religious cleavages
- Share of white population.
- Share of minority population.
- Share of black population.
- Share of Hispanic population.
- Unemployment rate.
- Vacancy rate.
- Renter share.
- Share of single-building units.
- Population density.
- Share of houses built in the last
decade (1990-2000).
- Cumulative riot index.
- Murders per 100,000
population.
- Other crimes index per 100
population.
- Analysis of the Web of Science
papers on global climate change
(1975-2007).
- Global media analysis (19882007).
- US Congress Library items
analysis (1989-2007).
- tipping points built around
rights claims and contestation of
the social contract

- people with rock solid-beliefs
- critical value 10 % - entire
population adopt new opinion in
shorter time
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Castree
(2015a)

Global

Philosophical
review paper.

No variables.

Castree
(2015b)
Doncaster
et al.
(2016)

Global

Philosophical
review paper.
Research on
species in the
lakes (China)
three types of
organism
(keystone
species, weedy
species and
canary species –
indicators of
possible
irreversible
change)
- multi-decadal
time series of
fossils in the lake
sediments
On-line survey
with 194
participants,
which were
randomly
grouped with
confederates
Analysis of feed
balance.
Analysis of
farmers´
behaviour.
Consequent soil
erosion
Review paper

No variables

Global

Bibliometric
approach

No variables

Global

Research papers
and media
analysis on
tipping points
(2004-2014)
Geospatial
approaches –
monitoring of
erosion process
and vegetation

No variables

Early warnings
of ecosystem
change

Local

Centola et
al. (2018)

Tipping points
in social
conventions,
critical mass
theory

Global

Fetzel et al.
(2018)

Analysis of the
clash between
livestock
breeding and
land
degradation

Local

Kull et al.
(2018)
Milkoreit et
al. (2018)

Defining a
regime shift
Literature
review on
social tipping
points

Global

Van der Hel
et al.
(2018)

Braswell &
Heffernan
(2019)

Coastal saltmarshes
stability and
decline

Multi-scale
(local-macro
regional,
hydrological
units)

Krueger et
al. (2019)

Resilience of
urban water
supply security.

Analysis of
seven cities
on four
continents

Mook
(2019)

Holistic
framework for
integrated
social
accounting.
Deforestation,
land-use
change

Global

Nowosad,
Stepinski
(2019)
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Global

- System
dynamics model
for urban water
supply services
- Capital portfolio
approach (CPA)
Review paper

Stochastic model
on landscape
dynamics

- correlations between
compositional disorder
(unpredictability) and biodiversity
(amount of species)

- population size
- individual memory length
- resulted critical mass 25 %

- Growing feed demand for
livestock and its balance.

No variables

- shoreline development factor
- River/tide ratio
- Maximum depth
- shoreline land use
-Estuary area
-Mean tidal range
-Latitude
-Wetland extent
-Hydrological unit
Level of public services

- Land-use categories (multitemporal data from European
Space Agency (ESA) Climate
Change Initiative (CCI)
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Yletyinen et
al. (2019)

Analysis of
primary
industries as
socialecological
systems.

Lenton et
al. (2019)

Active tipping
points related
to climate
change

Global/Region
al

Lauerburg
et al.
(2020)

Literature
review on
empirical
assessments of
SES and TPs in
the marine
realm and their
use in
ecosystembased
management.
Literature
review

Global

Review paper –
climate change
tipping points
and their domino
effect
Analyses of
published papers
on socialecological
systems and
tipping points.

Global

Review paper

Global

Bibliometric
analysis (19912019) on socially
responsible
consumer
behaviours
Literature review

Lenton
(2020)
Nova-Reyes
et al.
(2020)

Otto et al.
(2020)

To discuss and
evaluate the
potential of
social tipping
interventions
(STIs)
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Review paper

- reclassification to IPCC land
categories
- landscape complexity and
aggregation
- they found, that changes
between forest and agricultural
landscapes are slow before the
agriculture landscapes takes
more than 50 %, after that
tipping point speed of
deforestation will increase
- Sudden loss of biodiversity due
to land conversion.
- Natural climatic shifts
- Removal of subsidies in
agriculture and fisheries.
- Humans introduce invasive
species into native ecosystems.
- Globalization and construction
of infrastructure to access
untapped natural resources.
- Overharversting.
Summarize of threats - Nine
active tipping points:
(Parts of the world – Arctic sea
ice, Greenland ice sheets,
Amazon rainforest…)
- found a striking lack of sociocultural aspects in SES
vulnerability assessments

Recommendations formulated:
1) removing fossil-fuel subsidies
and incentivizing decentralized
energy generation,
2) building carbon-neutral cities,
3) divesting from assets linked to
fossil fuels,
4) revealing the moral
implications of fossil fuels, 5)
strengthening climate education
and engagement, 6) disclosing
information on greenhouse gas
emissions
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3 Advancing the state of the art of tipping
points in human geography for the
assessment and support of low-carbon clean
energy transitions in CCIRs
3.1 Future research and policy directions
It seems to be generally accepted that tipping points might be described as a process when
small change in the balance of the system causes large changes. In the case of social
development, there are rather several tipping points than just one that triggers the change
and becomes exponential. To sum-up, tipping points might be early (and not so visible and
recognizable) signs of a major change.
The scale and the time are among the important aspects in geography. Concerning the
scale, the tipping point can be achieved from both local events and regional or global events
(see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Examples of tipping points across system types and space and times scales
Source: Lenton (2020)
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However, as Braswell and Hefferman (2019) pointed out, the issue must be viewed from
more scaled levels, as even small local changes can occur in a wider spatial context and
vice versa. This can be well exampled on the impacts of coal energy production, which are
cumulative, they extend well beyond the geographic locations of operating mines and
power plants and bring about other direct, indirect and unintended consequences at higher
spatial levels, from regional to global (see e.g., Franks et al., 2010). At the same time,
changes taking place in geographically remote locations may be linked in terms of
conditions of emergence and consequences.
From the point of view of determining tipping points, the time plane and homogeneous
data from different periods, on which important breaking points can then be traced back,
are very important for geographers. As Lerferna et al. (2019) argue that social and
technological change needs to be activated so that irreversible changes in the climate
change are avoided. Their research on social tipping includes following recommendations:
ü removing fossil-fuel subsidies and incentivising decentralised renewable energy
generation;
ü building carbon-neutral cities (buildings are sources of 20% of global emissions,
support for fossil fuel-free technologies is needed);
ü divesting from assets linked to fossil fuels (the change within the financial system
withdrawing the investments from fossil fuel-heavy assets);
ü revealing the morally harmful nature of fossil fuels;
ü strengthening climate education and engagement, and
ü building information feedback loops on greenhouse gas emissions.
Acceleration of ageing has a profound effect on demographic structure of structurally
affected regions with enormous outmigration. Steeply rising number of elderly population
and declining share of people in working age is causing significant changes in the
dependency ratio. In other words, it means that older population is outnumbering younger
generation in given region which has consequences for health and social care systems,
pension systems but also for availability of labour force, potential investments and
generally regional economic structure.
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3.2 List of relevant indicators
Coal and carbon intensive regions require huge policy interventions to start the change.
Possible indicators that could be followed to signal tipping point are summarized in Tab. 6.
Table 6: Proposal of indicators for tipping points in the energy transition of CCIRs
Demography

Labour force

Economics /
Industry

Politics

Environment
Quality of
environment –
the level of air
emissions,
contaminations,
protected areas
and their
extent,
environmental
quality of
watercourses
Land-use
change –
change of share
in built-up
areas, changes
in extent of
agricultural
land
Predispositions
of given region
to climate
change

Rate of
unemployment

Technological
innovation

Ratification of
international
agreements

Educational
structure

Share of
carbonintensive
production on
GDP in given
region

Public
participation
(activities of
environmental
movements)

Involvement of
the regional
economy in
global market

Participation in
elections

Changes in
natality,
mortality
(infant
mortality rate)

Structure
according the
branches of
economy
Match between
educational
structure and
needs of
economy

Overall focus of
the country´s
economy

Major changes
in support for
political parties

Coefficient of
ecological
stability

Outmigration of
highly qualified
population

Share of highly
skilled workers
in labour force

Economic cycle
(growth,
recession)

Support for
extreme
(extreme right,
extreme left) or
populist parties

Protection of
agricultural
land

Immigration of
low skilled
workers

Decrease in
number of
available jobs

Shocks on
markets /
Economic crises

War conflicts

Changes in
literacy rate

Share of early
leavers of
educational
system

Share of
expenses on
Research and
Innovations

Trade wars

Population
change

Changes in the
age structure
(dependency
ratio)

Net migration

Quality and
availability of
health and
social services

Equality

Equal
opportunities
for women

Equal
opportunities
for minorities

Freedom of
speech

Level of
environmental
awareness
Circular
economy
approach in the
usage of the
land

Mismatch
between
policies and
needs of
society
Authoritarian
tendencies

Source: Authors´ elaboration
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From a geographical perspective the crucial things to be solved within the TIPPING+
project are as follows:
- Reliability and validity of data (it is necessary to find out some objective and
consistent criteria that can be measured/evaluated over time and across different
places (with their unique conditions and contexts)
- Spatial scale (the indicators can be divided into global (universal and accessible),
regional (e.g. European Union) and local (national level).
- Availability of data (there is a need to map/evaluate what the internationally available
data are comparable for our purpose, based on case studies we can illustrate that
there can be far more of that data on a local level (than on mezo- or macro- level),
and thus more variables can be monitored and compared.
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